
1. Where can I purchase my HopOn HopOff ticket?
You can either purchase the tickets online on our website, 
by phone or email. You can also get your tickets at one of 
our tourist-information offices or for spontaneous travels 
directly at the bus driver.

2. How can I pay for the ticket?
If you are booking online you can either pay by Credit Card 
or PayPal. If you are booking by phone or email we accept 
bookings on invoice (to be paid within 14 days of the tour 
date) or payment by Credit Card. In our tourist-information 
offices you can pay by EC-Card, Credit Card or cash.

3. Where can I find the timetable?
You can download the current timetable here. Please con-
tact us if you would like to receive a printed version of the 
timetable or collect your copy at one of our tourist-informa-
tion offices.

4. Are there different types of tickets?
Yes. You can either purchase a 24-hour ticket for 18 € or 
a 48-hour combi ticket for 24 €, which includes a 1-hour 
panoramic boat tour on the Rhine.

5. Are there group discounts for larger groups?
If you are travelling with a group of 10 people you get one 
1-day-ticket free of charge.

6. Can I make a seat-reservation for the bus?
Due to the HopOn HopOff concept, which allows you to exit 
and re-enter the bus at any stop it is not possible to make a 
seat-reservation for the bus.
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7. Can I take the boat tour on the day after the booking 
when purchasing a 2-day-ticket?
Yes, you can take the boat tour on either one of the 2 days.

8. Are there discounts for children?
If you purchase a ticket for an adult you can take up to two 
children (maximum age 13) with you free of charge.

9. Do guests with a disability get discounts for the 
HopOn HopOff tickets?
Guests with a certificate of disability with the category “B” 
or “BL” can take an attendant with them free of charge.

10. How long does the tour last if I do not exit the bus?
From/to the Königsallee the round trip takes 90 minutes 
in total.

11. Are dogs allowed on the bus?
If your dog is a rather small breed and does not bother any 
of the other guests on the bus you are welcome to bring 
your dog.

12. Can I purchase a voucher for the HopOn HopOff bus?
Yes you can purchase a voucher. In this case please contact 
us by phone or email.

13. Where exactly is the bus stop at the Königsallee?
The bus stop of the HopOn HopOff bus is located at 
Kö-Brücke Königsallee/Steinstraße

14. How many seats are there on the bus?
The HopOn HopOff bus has between 70–74 seats  
depending on the bustype.

15. Which languages can I choose from on the bus?
German language is available with a tour guide and 1 other 
languages via headphones: English, German, French, Italian, 
Spanish, Dutch, Arabic, Russian, Chinese and Japanese.

16. Where does the bus stop? 
Königsallee (Kö-Brücke Königsallee/Steinstraße) · Altstadt | 
Rheinufer (Burgplatz/Altstadt (Old Town)) · MedienHafen | 
Rheinturm (public transport bus stop “Rheinturm”) · 
Ehrenhof | Hof garten (public transport bus stop “Rhein-
terrasse”) · Aquazoo | Nordpark (Kaiserswerther Straße) · 
Kunstakademie | Altstadt (public transport bus stop 
“Tonhalle/Ehrenhof”) · Tourist-Information Hauptbahnhof 
(Worringer Straße/Bus stop 18) ·

17. How can I get the discount of the DüsseldorfCard?
If you own a DüsseldorfCard you can experience our Ho-
pOn HopOff bus at a discounted rate. The discount can be 
activated online in your chart before completing the offer. 
Please show your booking confirmation together with your 
DüsseldorfCard when entering the bus.
 

Do you have any further questions? 
Please contact us from Monday–Friday 
from 9:00 until 17:00!
Team Sightseeing & Hotel, T +49 211 17 202-854
welcome@visitduesseldorf.de


